
are defined by the switch limit board 
(Danish: Rangergrænsemærke), marking 
how far switch movements may proceed 
towards the line. The switch limit board 
is placed inside the entry signal, typically 
100 m. The distance between the entry 
signal and the switch limit board forms a 
safety overlap between trains on the line 
and in the station.
Movements within the station area are 
either authorized by signal indication or 
by permission from the station master 
(Danish: Stationsbestyreren). Occupation 
of the line is authorized by authorization 
to leave the station, either by signal 
indication or by authorization by the 
station master.

Signal Types and Abbreviations

type Danish name pageEnglish name

I Indkørselssignal DAN-3entry signal

SI Stationsbloksignal for Indkørsel DAN-7entry block signal

SU Stationsbloksignal for Udkørsel DAN-7exit block signal

U Udkørselssignal DAN-9exit signal

PU Perronudkørselssignal DAN-11platform exit signal

VI Venstrespor-Indkørselssignal DAN-17Wrong Main Entry Signal

16. DANISH SIGNALS
 To control Danish signals directly you 
need a Qdecoder with Signal extension 
for Danish signals.

The description of the Danish signalling system is 
adapted from www.lundsten.dk/dk_signaling/
dksignal.html. Many thanks to Carsten Lundsten.

16.1. INTRODUCTION
Danish signalling is very complex and by 
far not easy to understand. Before looking 
deeper into the subject of Danish railway 
signalling it is useful to look at a few basics.
The figure below gives an overview on a 
station and part of a line with signals of all 
types that are used in Danmark.

The Station and the Line
The railway is divided into stations (Danish: 
Stationer) and the line (Danish: Den fri 
Bane).
A station is the trackage between station 
limits (Danish: Stationsgrænser). Seen 
from the line, the station limits are marked 
by the placement of station entry signals 
(Danish: Indkørselssignaler), protecting the 
station area. Station entry signals belong 
to the class of signals called main signals 
(Danish: Hovedsignaler), which are signals 
that can display the “stop” indication. 
Seen from the station, the station limits 
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VU Venstrespor-Udkørselssignal DAN-17Wrong Main Exit Signal

VM Venstrespor-Mellembloksignal DAN-17Wrong Automatic Block Signal

AM Automatisk Mellembloksignal DAN-18Automatic Block Signal

DV Dværgsignal DAN-18Dwarf Signal

16.2. MAIN SIGNAL TYPES

16.2.1. Station Entry Signals
The station entry signal (Danish: Indkør-
selssignal) is the main signal marking 
the borderline between the line and the 
station limits. The entry signal protects 
the station from trains on the line, and 
also governs train movements into or 
through the station.
Basically, any “proceed” aspect from an 
entry signal permits the train to enter the 
station, being prepared to stop at the end 
of the entry route. The end of the entry 
route may be marked by: an entry block 
signal, a platform exit signal, an exit block 
signal, an exit signal, a stop sign, a dwarf 
signal or a switch limit sign. The latter 
marks only the “technical” end of the 
entry route, the train must usually stop 
earlier, say, at the end of the platform 
track.
Except for a few situations regarding entry 

block signals, the engineer will have to use 
his route knowledge to determine where to 
expect to have to stop at the station, since 
no clear advance signalling is given by the 
entry signal. In practical terms, however, 
this is usually fairly straight-forward on 
smaller stations. On larger stations the 
exact stopping point can only be deter-
mined as the train enters the station.

Entry Signal Types

Speed Signalling Entry Signals
The speed signalling entry signal is by far 
the most common on the Danish railways. 
Only relatively few (older) signal instal-
lations still feature non speed signalling 
entry signals. The standard entry signal is 
a 4-lamp signal, supplemented by either a 
symbol speed indicator or a reduced speed 
sign. Entry signals on stations without 
through running trains lack the upper 
green lamp.

DAN-3
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Most entry signals on the suburban lines 
are only equipped with a reduced speed 
sign. A few signals are equipped with a 
speed indicator due to local requirements, 
while another few have neither. Theoreti-
cally signals without reduced speed sign or 
speed indicator are non-speed signalling 
but they are all used where only one, high 
speed, route is possible. Reduced speed 
signs or speed indicators are only valid 
when used with proceed aspects.

Non Speed Signalling Entry Signals
Some stations with older interlockings still 
feature entry signals incapable of speed 
signalling. These installations become 
more and more rare as resignalling takes 
place. The signals are a 3-lamp type for 
stations featuring through route signaling 
and a 2-lamp type for other stations. The 
signals are physically identical to similar 
exit, exit block, automatic block and 
protection signals. They are found on all 
types of lines.

Aspects and Indications
The term prescribed speed, as used 
sometimes, is the speed prescribed in the 
employee timetable (Danish equivalent: 
Tjenestekøreplanens Indledende Bemær-
kninger, TIB) or track bulletins (Danish 
Equivalent: La).
Trains with active cab signals may receive 
a more favourable indication than what 
lineside signals indicate. Cab signal will 
govern in such cases.
If the signal shows a proceed aspect - both 
with high and reduced speed - the trains 
shall be prepared to stop at the station. 

Entry signals are supposed to have a 
yellow station name sign on the mast, but 
this is only slowly being implemented. All 
non-passenger stations have, however, had 
these signs for many years.
On stations where lines diverge, a 

“diversion arm” may be added to the entry 
signal, featuring an extra green lamp, to 
facilitate the signal displaying a “Proceed 
Through” aspect for the diverging line. 
Similarly, a “diversion arm” with a yellow 
lamp (or both) may be used to indicate 
entry to a special part of the station.
The diversion arm points in the direction 
of the diversion. In this document, all 
diversion signals are shown with a 
diversion arm to the right. Theoretically, 
an entry signal could have a diversion 
arm to both sides, but this has never been 
implemented.

Copenhagen Suburban lines
Entry signals on most parts of the Copen-
hagen suburban lines deviate from mainline 
signals by two extra yellow lamps. These 
lamps are used for the special “condi-
tional stop” (Danish: “Betinget Stop”) 
aspect when running on cab signals. Due 
to the extra space needed for the extra 
lamps, the lower red and green lamps are 
pushed somewhat upwards. Otherwise the 
signals are similar to mainline signals and 
generally capable of showing the same 
signal aspects, for use by trains withy 
failed cab signal or trains not equipped 
with cab signals. Signals on the suburban 
lines cannot, however, show “stop and 
proceed”
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On stations with main signals at the exit 
end, through trains may omit stopping if 
signals permit them to proceed.
The “proceed through” aspect from an 
entry signal always means that the route 
is clear through the station, and that the 
train may proceed onto the line towards 
the next station. This is regardless of 
the number of additional signals (if any) 
encountered through the station.
A reduced speed sign is to be ignored if the 
signal shows either “proceed” or “proceed 
through” aspect.

Add on Signals
Entry signals may have an add on signal 
that give additional information on the 
route and / or speed:

description signal

60 km/h allowed 1)

40 km/h allowed 1)

40 km/h allowed 2)

The entry route has no safety overlap.

next signal 3) shows a proceed aspect 

4)

next signal 5) shows a speed reduction 
or stop aspect

diverging route to the left

diverging route to the right

1) Shown with either the “proceed through” or the 
“proceed at reduced speed” aspect.

2) Shown with the “proceed at reduced speed” aspect.
3) “Next signal” meens at stations with entry block 

signal the entry block signal, at other stations the 
exit signal. 

4) An entry block signal shows at least the same aspect 
like the entry signal - either the “proceed” or 
the “proceed through” one.  
If no entry block signal exist the add on signal is 
activated together with the “proceed through” 
aspect. The exit signal  shows “proceed (at high 
speed)” or better.

5) “Next signal” is an entry block signal.  

If the add on signal is activated together with 
the “proceed through” aspect the entry block 
signal shows “proceed through (at reduced speed)”. 
Exit signal shows “proceed” or better. Any inter-
mediate signals show “proceed through”.  
If the add on signal is activated together with the 

“proceed (at high speed)” aspect prepare to stop at 
the entry block signal.

6) On a few junctions on the Copenhagen suburban 
lines the entry signal has been supplemented with an 
information signal. The purpose of the information 
signal is to provide the same type of information as 
the diversion “arm” on mainline signals. As entry 
signals on the Copenhagen suburban lines usually 
show “conditional stop”, the signal aspect itself 
cannot convey any route information; hence the need 
for the information signal.

Speed Signaling
A number of factors determine the 
permitted entry speed into a given station.  
The permitted entry speed for a given 
entry route is the lowest of the speeds 
derived from these considerations.
The most usual reason for restricting 
the entry speed is the turnout through 
switches. Generally, entry to main track is 
at high (line) speed, while entry to other 
tracks is at lower speed.
Entry speed may also be used to distinguish 
between entry routes of different length. 
The permitted speed does not necessarily 
reflect a speed necessitated by the actual 
length of the entry route, but is instead 
often chosen as a low speed to warn the 
engineer of the shorter-than-normal entry 
route.
Permitted entry speed also relates to 
the length of the safety overlap. Usually 
the safety overlap length is sufficient for 
whatever speed is permitted for the above 
reasons, but some newer interlocking 
systems offer a choice for entry routes 
with different safety overlap lengths. A 
short safety overlap on a long entry route 
may be chosen to permit a long train into 
the station, without blocking switches 
in the exit end of the station. The short 
safety overlap restricts the permitted 
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without overlap” is used in situations 
where the entry route is either signifi-
cantly shorter than other entry routes 

entry speed accordingly.
A special case of short overlap is the “entry 
route without overlap”. The “entry route 

Overview on Main and Distant Signals Aspects

aspect distant 
signal

entry signal
entry block signa

platform 
exit 

signal

exit 
block 
signal

exit 
signal

stop

Danish: “Stop”

stop and 
proceed

Danish: “Stop og Ryk Frem” 
Stop. Then proceed cautiously at max. 40 km/h. Route is not guaranteed to be clear. 
Stopping may be omitted at subsequent signals showing “Stop and Proceed”.

proceed
(at high speed) Danish: “Kør” / “Kør (med høj hastighed)”

Proceed to Exit or Exit Block Signal, 
which must be expected to show “Stop”.   
Intermediate Platform Exit Signals show “Proceed” or better.

proceed 
through Danish: “Kør Igennem” 

proceed, exit signal shows “proceed” or better.   
Intermediate signals show “proceed through”

proceed 
reduced speed

- - -

Danish: “Kør med begrænset hastighed”
like proceed, but reduced speed

conditional stop
-

 

- -

Danish: “Betinget Stop”: stop. proceed governed by the cab signal (S-Bane 
only).
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and/or has no safety overlap.
“Proceed through” indicates that the train 
is permitted to run at line speed. The 
permitted speed indicated on the entry 
signal is the lowest permitted speed in the 
entry part of the station, and is not neces-
sarily valid starting from the entry signal.
Ordinary signal aspects are usually used 
for entry routes and for through signalling 
on other than the through routes.
On stations with the diversion point in 
the exit end of the station, entry speed 
to both through routes may be line speed.

“Blind” Entry Signals
Since the wrong main entry signal was 
declared obsolete, ordinary entry signals 
have been used instead. Many (particu-
larly older) station interlocking systems, 
however, do not feature wrong main 
entry routes. The resulting entry signal is 
therefore a “blind” signal, only marking 
the station limit by displaying the “stop” 
aspect. The signal may only be passed by 
verbal permission.

16.2.2. Entry Block Signals
Entry Block Signals  are station signals, 
designated by the letters “SI”, an abrevi-
ation of the Danish name Stationsbloksig-
naler for Indkørsel. Entry Block Signals are 
located between the Entry Signal and the 
normal “stopping location” on the station 
(i.e. the platforms).
The Entry Block Signal was introduced in 
the rulebook in 1953. The purpose of the 
Entry Block Signal was to add an extra 
block in a long station throat, in order to 
increase traffic capacity. The Entry Block 
Signal is typically only added to the most 
heavily used tracks on the station, hence 
a train entering a secondary track may 
not meet an Entry Block Signal on its way 
to the platform. Entry Block Signals are 
located so that a train will at most  meet 
one Entry Block Signal in a station throat. 
There is, however, a single location where 
an unusual routing of a train will bring it 

past two Entry Block Signals.

Entry Block  Signal Types
The entry block signals are physically 
identical to entry signals, though in much 
fewer variations. Entry block signals 
are generally always supplemented by a 
symbol speed indicator except for a single 
installation (Vanløse) .

It is common on larger stations to find 
entry block signals with a dwarf signal 
at its foot. This is due to the fact that 
entry block signals have no significance 
to switching moves. The dwarf signal, on 
the other hand, has no real significance to 
trains. Both signals operate in main routes.
Entry block signal aspects are the aspects 
used in entry signals, as an entry block 
signal is basically an “inner entry signal”.

16.2.3. Exit Block Signals
In 1953, the exit block signal was intro-
duced in the rulebook, after - appar-
ently - having been in use on the Copen-
hagen suburban railway for some time. 
The purpose of the exit block signal was 
to introduce a signal to increase traffic 
capacity as it overcame some of the short-
comings of the exit route signal. 1953 was 
also the year when the platform exit signal 
was introduced.
Exit block signals have, like other signal 
types, undergone changes during the time 
they have appeared in the Danish State 
Railway’s rulebook. The rules for the exit 
block signals probably haven’t changed 
much but the actual use of the signals has.
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need not actually have a platform to fit 
the definition.
The introduction of exit block signals 
in 1953 was made possible by another 
big improvement: The introduction of 
multiple aspect signalling. Until 1953, only 
distant signals and entry signals had been 
permitted to advance signal a main signal. 
Distant signals were located on approach 
to entry and (automatic) block signals 
while exit signals, if any, were advance 
signalled through the “proceed through” 
aspect on the entry signal. Combined 
main and distant signals never caught on 
in Denmark, probably due to the quite 
short distances between distant and main 
signals and thus the little need for them.

Exit Block Signal Types
Exit block signals may be divided into two 
physical types, a 2-lamp and a 3-lamp type 
as shown below, identical to the exit signal 
types.

The 2-lamp type is used on the Copenhagen 
suburban railway only. This type was the 
first in service and descends from the 
single-arm semaphore signal. The 3-lamp 
type is used on all other lines. 
It is common on larger stations to find exit 
block signals with a dwarf signal at its 
foot. This is due to the fact that exit block 
signals have no significance to switching 
moves. The dwarf signal, on the other 
hand, has no real significance to trains. 
Both signals operate in main routes.

The first exit block signals were used 
where today’s platform exit signal is the 
standard; as a combined departure and 
semi block signal in station areas. This 
has been the most wide-spread use of exit 
block signal through time.
Most such applications originate from 
changes to existing interlockings featuring 
Exit route signals and exit signal or exit 
signals only. Most of these “older” style 
exit block signals have now been replaced 
with newer interlockings and the standard 
platform exit and exit signals, but a few 
remain, primarily around the Copenhagen 
suburban railway where they originated. 
However, some newer interlockings has 
brought this use of the exit block signal 
back.
In “modern” times the exit block signal 
has found a slightly different walk of life 
as a signal helping break long stations into 
smaller blocks. The exit block signal is 
mostly being referred to by this “modern” 
function, even though it is quite rare. The 

“modern” exit block signal is a signal that 
is inserted between platform exit signals 
and the exit signal on long stations to 
create an in-station block. Typically a 
long station has a group of switches at the 
end of the “platform tracks” and another 
group of switches at the end of the station, 
i.e. shortly before the exit signal. The 
exit block signal is placed before the last 
group of switches, permitting a train to 
leave the platform tracks and proceed to 
the outer switch group, thus creating the 
in-station block. The usually fairly short 
block created between the exit block and 
the exit signals is similar to the block 
between platform exit and exit signals on 
normal length stations.

“Platform tracks” are station tracks that can 
hold a train being stopped for operational 
purposes like exchange of passengers, a 
meet or to be overtaken. A platform track 
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Add on Signals
Exit block signals may have a supple-
mentary route destination Indicator, a 
reduced speed sign or a numerical speed 
indicator. Currently no Exit Block Signal 
with numerical speed indicator is in service.

description signal
indicated speed allowed
The shown figure is 1/10th of the 
signalled speed (“8” meens 80 
km/h).
Destination indication
Signal shows the first letter of 
the name of the track or the 
destination.

16.2.4. Exit Signals
Exit signals are found on almost all stations 
today. Their main purpose is to mark the 
exit from the station area and thus act as 
a sort of “entry signal” to the line.
Exit signals may be placed at the end of 
the platform tracks. This configuration has 
gone in and out of use when resignalling 
and is therefore primarily found on instal-
lations older than the mid-50s or newer 
than the mid-80s. This configuration 
is only used on minor stations with 2-4 
platform tracks, most of them on single 
track lines. The exit signal acts both as the 
signal protecting the line and as the signal 
informing which train is to depart.
In the most common application of exit 
signals their main purpose is to control 
access to the line outside the station, 
rather than point out which train is 
permitted to leave the station. The latter 
task is then carried out by a signal placed 
at the end of the platform track, while the 
exit signal is placed near the station limits, 
usually with the switch limit board on the 
same mast.
Exit signal at the switch limit combined 
with platform exit signals is by far the 
most common configuration. Where the 

distance between platform exit signals 
and exit signal is short, no proceed aspect 
can be shown on the platform exit signal, 
unless the exit signal shows proceed. On 
single track lines this is almost always 
the case as the low traffic volume does 
not justify the extra complexity of the 
interlocking. The exit signal is controlled 
by the line block system though a release 
mechanism keeps it at “stop” until the 
station interlocking locks an exit route.
In many such configurations, the exit 
signal can be regarded as superfluous but 
a reason for the “extra” signal is to avoid 
having failed switches or track circuits in 
the station area lead to a train having to 
proceed onto the line past a signal showing 

“stop”. It is also likely that the “extra” 
signal now and then catches a train having 
overrun the platform exit signal and on its 
way onto a (perhaps) single track line.
A previously fairly common configuration 
on larger stations was a common exit 
signal for all exit routes, with individual 
exit route signals near the platform tracks 
to indicate which track could be departed.
On the Copenhagen suburban lines is used a 
special cab signalling and train stop system 
called HKT (Danish for “HastighedsKontrol 
og Togstop” - “speed check and train stop”. 
Using this cab signalling system, trains do 
not use lineside signals, but instead move 
between HKT stop marker signs.

Exit Signal Types
Exit signals may be divided into two 
physical and two logical types. The 
physical types are a 2-lamp and a 3-lamp 
type as shown below. A variation of the 
2-lamp signal is a 4-lamp signal found on 
the “S-Bane” (the Copenhagen suburban 
network) including two yellow lamps for 
the cab signalling aspect already known 
from entry signals.
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used on entry signals with reduced speed 
aspect and signals of the Copenhagen 
suburban lines being able to show the 
conditional stop aspect.

mode 101 102 103 104 105 106

function 
outputs

1

2

3 -
4 - - - -
5 - - - - -

control commands

Asignal  
stop

Asignal 
proceed

Asignal+1  
stop and proceed conditional stop

Asignal+1 proceed through

Asignal+2  
- - proceed reduced speed -

Diversion Arm
The bulbs of the diversion arm are 
connected to the function outputs of the 
decoder following the outputs of the main 
signal part immediately. 

mode 107 108 109

function 
outputs

1

2 - -
control commands

Asignal  
stop

Asignal 
proceed

Asignal+1  
stop and proceed

Asignal+1 proceed proceed through

Asignal+2  
reduced speed - reduced speed

The diversion arm of an entry signal is 
controlled the same way the main part of 
the signal is. The address and the switching 
mode of the diversion signal is written to 
the configuration variables belonging to 
the first function output of the arm. The 
received commands control both the lights 
of the arm and the main signal background.

Logically exit signals are divided into 
advance signalling exit signals and non 
advance signalling exit signals. Non 
advance signalling exit signals are found 
where the next main Signal is preceeded 
by a distant signal. Non advance signalling 
exit signals are marked by a yellow plate 
with a black letter “F” on the mast. Non 
advance signalling exit signals are always 
the 2-lamp type. Advance signalling 
exit signals on main lines are always the 
3-lamp type. Almost all double track on 
the S-bane features the 4-lamp exit signal 
type while one line features a 2-lamp 
advance signalling type and yet another 
features all three types. Some installa-
tions vary from the rule.

16.2.5. Controlling Main Signals
Danish main signals show a large variety. 
Having a closer look on these signals a 
much smaller number of different types of 
signals are to control by a digital decoder. 
We split the control task into a “normal” 
task for background without diversion 
arm and an add on for the rarely used 
additional signal lamps of the diversion 
arm part of the background.

Main Signal Background
The accessory address of the signal Asignal  
is written to the address configuration 
variable relating to the first function 
output the signal is connected to. Two 
addresses (Asignal and Asignal+1) are used for 
switching of the four main signal aspects. 
The same command coding will be used 
for platform exit and distant signals. The 
commands of a third address (Asignal+1) is 
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Add-On Signals
Add-on signals are connected to the 
function output of the decoder that 
follows the outputs used for the main 
signal (or the diversion arm) directly. A 
main signal can be combined with any 
number of add-on signals.

mode 203 218

function 
output

1 -

control commands

AaddOn 
off off off signal is on

AaddOn 
on on on signal is off

mode 110 111 128 112 129

function 
output

1
2
3 - - -
4 - - -

control commands

AaddOn 
(off)

AaddOn 

diverging 
right

expect 
proceed

40 km/h

AaddOn +1  

diverging 
left

expect 
stop

60 km/h

AaddOn +1  
- - 40 km/h 

(no overlap)

AaddOn +2  
- - - expect proceed

AaddOn +2  - - - - expect 
stop

diverging 
right

AaddOn +3  
- - - - - diverging 

left

Mode 203: The add-on signal is associated 
with any proceed aspect. If the add-on 
signal is switched on while the main signal 
shows a stop aspect the main signals 
switches to “proceed” automatically. 
Changing the main signal aspect to any 
stop aspect will switch off the add-on 
signal.
Mode 218: A disturbed (dark) signal 
is of course no add-on signal, but an 
error. Qdecoders can switch to a dark 
background by an accessory command. The 

disturbed signal is switched on and off 
using commands of an accessory address 
that is written to the address configu-
ration variable of any function output the 
signal is connected to.
The special Danish add-on modi (110, 111, 
112) are associated with any proceed 
aspect like mode 203.

16.3. PLATFORM EXIT SIGNALS
Introduced in 1953 as a combination of a 
dwarf signal and an exit route signal, the 
platform exit signal has grown to be the 
most commonly used station signal today.
As the name suggests, the platform exit 
signal controls the exit from a “platform 
track” (Danish: “Perronspor”), i.e. station 
tracks that can hold a train being stopped 
for operational purposes like exchange 
of passengers, a meet or to be overtaken. 
There need not actually be a platform 
in the track to fit the definition. The 
platform exit signal is typically placed 
before the switch zone at the end of the 
station.
Whether the track section from the 
platform exit signal to the exit signal 
constitutes a separate block varies with the 
line-type. On single track (due to relatively 
light traffic) or where the platform exit 
signal to exit signal distance is short, the 
platform exit signal cannot clear before 
the exit signal clears, i.e. in reality making 
the exit signal obsolete. On some stations 
this has led to the exit signals being placed 
at the end of the platform tracks and on 
some not, depending on which considera-
tions has ranked higher when resignalling 
has been carried out. Either configurations 
have their pros and cons but a discussion of 
these is outside the scope of this document.
Platform exit signals can be duplicated 
along a platform track. The duplication 
may serve only to repeat the outermost 
platform exit signal in case of bad 
oversight, and/or to section the platform 
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be platform exit signals at the end of 
a platform track on a smaller station 
without switching routes. As the red lamp 
is mandatory today, the first example is 
only found in older installations. The third 
example is typically an inner platform exit 
signals in an older installation where the 
red lamp was not necessary for exit route 
signalling. The rightmost example is rare 
but is found where no main routes lead 
away from the platform track.
Platform exit signals may have a supple-
mental route destination indicator, 
reduced speed sign or a numerical speed 
indicator.

Aspect
Danish platform exit signals can show the 
following aspects:

stop 
(Danish: “Stop”)

stop and proceed 
(Danish: “Stop og Ryk Frem”)

proceed 
(Danish: “Kør”)

proceed through
(Danish: “Kør Igennem”)

no passing
(Danish: “Forbikørsel Forbudt”)

pass with caution
(Danish: “Forsigtig Forbikørsel 

Tilladt”)
The route may be occupied.

pass
(Danish: “Forbikørsel Tilladt”)

The route is clear.

track into short blocks.
Platform exit signals need not be placed 
inside the switch zone all together.

Platform Exit Signal Types
Platform exit signals show very little 
physical variety. Only the number of 
lamps may vary, depending on local needs. 
Platform exit signals with all lamps have 
often been installed even where some 
lamps are obsolete. The main physical 
types are:

The leftmost platform exit signals 
appearance is by far the most common. 
The signal is mounted at the engineer’s 
eye level and equipped with a background 
plate to aid visibility. Platform exit signals 
without the background plate are found at 
locations with tight clearances and in other 
instances where the background plate has 
been considered unnecessary. Ground level 
platform exit signals are quite rare and 
are mostly found in the oldest installa-
tions, in places with tight clearances and 
low speeds.
Where local conditions does not require 
all lamps in a platform exit signals, signals 
without the obsolete lamps are installed. 
The most common types are:

The two leftmost signals will typically 
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signal canceled
(Danish: “Signalet Annulleret”)

Pretend the signal does not exist. 
The canceled signal is not in itself 

a permission to start switching.

Use of Platform Exit Signal Aspects
The above summary of platform exit signal 
aspects and indications does not really 
explain the sometimes rather complex 
behaviour of platform exit signals. The 
following is a discussion of some of the 
more complex matters.

“No Passing” vs. “Stop”
The default indication of the platform 
exit signal is “No Passing”. The most likely 
reason for this is to be sought in the initial 
development of the platform exit signal as 
a combination of an exit route signal and 
a dwarf signal. The normal indication of 
a combined exit route signal and a dwarf 
signal is “no passing”, as the exit route 
signal is extinguished.

„Proceed“ vs. „Proceed Through“
The use of signal indications “proceed” 
vs. “proceed through” may seem a trivial 
matter of advance signalling. Reality is not 
quite as simple, however, as the discussion 
below will illustrate. The basic differen-
tiation between “proceed” and “proceed 
through” is for advance signalling. On 
standard stations with platform exit 
signal(s) followed by an exit signal the 
case is simple.
On stations with exit block signals, things 
get a little more complicated. It is a basic 
Danish philosophy that “proceed through” 
from a station signal means that the route 
is clear to the switch limit (exit signal) 
and that the train may proceed onto the 
line. Therefore a platform exit signal 
may not show “proceed through” even 
though a following exit block signal shows 

“proceed”.
Canceling
Canceling platform exit and dwarf signals 

means that they may be disregarded. 
Canceling is primarily used on stations 
either without switching routes or where 
the use of switching routes may be imprac-
tical. The cancellation of signals in, say, 
one end of a station, combined with 
release of switches to local control, allows 
a switch crew to switch the area as if it 
was a non-interlocked.
Canceling of signals is mostly used in 
smaller areas of stations. In the example 
below, the (interlocked) siding is released 
for local switching by canceling the 
platform exit signals. The crossover to the 
through tracks is not released, providing 
protection for signaled routes on the rest 
of the station.

Add on Signals
Platform exit signals may have add on 
signa s that give additional information on 
the route and / or speed:

description signal
indicated speed allowed
The shown figure is 1/10th of the 
signalled speed (“8” meens 80 
km/h).
Destination indication
Signal shows the first letter of 
the name of the track or the 
destination.

Controlling Platform Exit Signals
The accessory address of the signal Asignal  
is written to the address configuration 
variable relating to the first function 
output the signal is connected to. Four 
addresses (from Asignal up to Asignal+1) are 
used for switching of signal aspects of 
platform exit  signals.
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Exit route signal basically have the sole 
purpose of informing trains from which 
track, if any, a train may depart. An exit 
route signal is not a main signal, i.e. it 
cannot show “stop”. An incoming train is 
not required to stop short of an exit route 
signal regardless of its indication, as are 
switching moves not required to observe 
exit route signals. A train may, however, 
not depart without having been permitted 
to do so by the exit route signal.
An exit route signal is typically placed 
at the end of a platform track (Danish: 
Perronspor). An exit route signal may 
physically be located almost anywhere, as 
long as it is visible from the platform track. 
In some cases (curved tracks for instance) 
Exit route signals were placed within the 
platform track. The length of the platform 
track is limited by the clearance limit 
markers, i.e. the clearance at the switches 
at the ends of the track, not by the 
location of the exit route signal. The signal 
would repeat its aspect from the rear side 
of the signal, thus making it possible for 
an engineer with a train already past the 
signal to look back and still read the signal. 
Yellow light is repeated from the rear as 
yellow, green light is repeated as blue.
In case of bad visibility, the exit route 
signals can be duplicated along a platform 
track. The duplication serves only to 
repeat the outermost exit route signal. 
The signals will show the exact same 
aspects at any time.

Exit Route Signal Types
Exit route signals show very little physical 
variety. They are 2-lamp color-light signals, 
yellow on top, green at bottom, with a 
rectangular background plate. Signals 
equipped for repeating their aspect 
from the rear of the signal often have a 
somewhat larger background plate. Below 
is shown one variation, front and back 
sides respectively.

mode 113 127

function 
outputs

1

2

3
4
5
6

control commands

Asignal  
stop

Asignal 
proceed

Asignal+1  
stop and proceed

Asignal+1 proceed through

Asignal+2  
no passing

Asignal+2 pass

Asignal+3  
signal canceled

Asignal+3 pass with caution -

Add-On Signals
Add-on signals are connected to the 
function output of the decoder that follows 
the outputs used for the signal directly. A 
signal can be combined with any number 
of add-on signals. The switching modes are 
described in detail on page DAN-11.

mode 203 218

function 
output

1 -

control commands

AaddOn 
off off signal is on

AaddOn 
on on signal is off

16.4. EXIT ROUTE SIGNALS
Exit route signals are an older type of 
signals soon to disappear. Descending from 
older signal types, the history of the exit 
route signal starts around 1930. Since app. 
1955 it was no longer installed, except for 
a very few signals, but some still remain in 
service today.
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Aspects
Exit route signal are normally switched off. 
Whenever any entry or exit route in the 
direction of the signal is set, all exit route 
signal for that direction must be lit.

route not set
(Danish: “Togvejen Ikke Farbar for Tog”)

Exit route has not been set.  
Train may not depart.

route set
(Danish: “Togvejen Farbar for Tog”)
Exit route has been set. Exit signal 

shows “proceed” or  “proceed through”.

Add on Signals
Exit Route Signals may have a supplemented 
Route Destination Indicator:

description signal
Destination indication

Signal shows the first letter of 
the name of the track or the 
destination.

Controlling Exit Route Signals
The accessory address of the signal Asignal  
is written to the address configuration 
variable relating to the first function 
output the signal is connected to.

mode 114

function 
outputs

1

2

control commands

Asignal  
(off)

Asignal 
route not set

Asignal +1 
route set

The add-on signal may be controlled the 
same way like the corresponding add-on 
signal of a main or platform exit signal.

16.5. DISTANT SIGNALS
A signal type found on many lines is the 
distant signal (Danish: Fremskudt Signal). 
A distant signal informs a train of the 
indication of the following main signal but 
does not convey any information on the 
state of the line between the distant signal 
and the next main signal. Distant signals 
are only used in approach to station entry 
signals, to automatic block signals and to 
protecting signals.

Danish distant signals are basically of 2 
types, the 2-lamp type or the 3-lamp 
type. A 4-lamp variation of the 3-lamp 
type is used in advance to station entry 
signals with diverging through route. The 
4-lamp signal shown is for a through route 
diverging to the right. 4-lamp signals are 
very rare and give no turnout / speed 
information if the aspect is shown at an 
angle of 45° like British or some American 
signals. This special appearance is used 
only to give a direction indication, e. g. to 
avoid that a freight train is headed to a 
platform line.
The first distant signals were not located 
in a fixed distance from their main signal. 
From 1922 the distance was standardized 
to 400 m and the distant signal became a 
requirement of line speed was above 70 
km/h. The maximum speed at main lines 
at that time was 100 km/h, and thus the 
400 m plus the sighting distance of the 
signal was just sufficient.
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Controlling Distant Signals
Distant signals are controlled by the 
same commands and addresses the corre-
sponding main signal is. Thus no special 
distant signal commands are needed. On 
the other hand several commands result in 
the “caution” aspect.

Main Signal Background
The accessory address of the signal Asignal  
is written to the address configuration 
variable relating to the first function 
output the signal is connected to. There 
are different modes for distant signals 
signalling 4 and 5 aspects of the main 
signal.

mode 115 116 117 118

function 
outputs

1

2

3 - -
control commands

Asignal  
caution (expect stop)

Asignal 
expect proceed

Asignal+1  
caution

Asignal+1 expect proceed expect proceed through

Asignal+2  
- caution - caution

Diversion Arm
The bulb of the diversion arm is connected 
to the function outputs of the decoder 
following the outputs of the main signal 
part immediately.

mode 119 120

function 
output

1

control commands

Asignal  
caution (expect stop)

Asignal 
expect proceed (diverging)

Asignal+1  
caution

Asignal+1 expect proceed (diverging)

Asignal+2  
- caution

In 1935 when the first trains running at 
120 km/h were introduced, the advance 
signalling distance had to be increased. 
That year was introduced a 3-aspect color 
light distant signal on approach to entry 
signals. This new distant signal was located 
800 m in advance of the entry signal.
Today the advance signalling distance on 
lines with speeds of 100 km/h or less is 
still 400 m. On lines where line speed is 
75 km/h or less the distant signal may be 
omitted, provided that there is a 400 m 
sighting distance of the entry signal. 
Only on a few lines featuring distant signal 
(and not advance signalling automatic 
block signals) has the speed been raised 
from 120 km/h to 140 km/h. On these lines 
the distant signals are located 1200 m in 
advance of the entry signals.

Signal Aspects
Lights displayed from a Distant Signal 
always flash. The aspects are shown in 
the table „Overview on Main and Distant 
Signals Aspects“ on page DAN-6.
The distant signal shows the “caution” 
aspect even if the following main signal 
is a station entry signal, that displays a 
proceed aspect for a route permitting only 
reduced speed (below 75 km/h), typically 
40 or 60 km/h.

“Blind” Distant Signals
On the approach to entry signals not capable of 
showing “proceed” at high speed or “proceed 
through”, the distant signal always shows 

“caution”. These signals only need the yellow 
lamp but may be of the 2- or 3-lamp style 
depending on the context they are used in.
Please note that “blind” distant signals 
are more common than “blind” entry 
signals, since stations with only reduced 
entry speed feature “blind” distant signals 
whereas the entry signal is a normal signal. 
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16.6. WRONG MAIN SIGNALS
Wrong main entry and wrong main exit 
signals are located at the station limits, 
usually adjacent to the normal entry 
and exit signals. Wrong main entry and 
exit signals are shaped like platform exit 
signals and are normally placed at ground 
level. Where visibility is problematic or 
where the wrong main entry or exit signal 
is not located immediately adjacent to 
the normal entry or exit signal, the wrong 
main signal is mounted on a mast like a 
platform exit signal. Wrong main entry 
signals are no longer being installed, as 
normal entry signals are used instead. On 
newer installations the wrong main exit 
signal is always placed high on a mast.

Wrong main block signals shown on the 
right  are quite rare. As the name implies 
they are used to create several block 
sections for wrong main running where 
stations are far apart. The wrong main 
block signal consists of a high mounted 
signal to the left of the track and a dwarf 
signal to the right of the track.
Technically, wrong main block signals 
are wrong main entry and exit signals 
for a special type of interlocking, where 
2 normal automatic block signals act as 
automatic entry and exit signals. Wrong 
main block signals are therefore located 
in pairs, at 2 consecutive automatic block 
signals.

Aspects and Indications
Wrong main signals can show the following 
aspects:

aspect
entry signal
exit signal

block signal

stop
(Danish: 
“Stop”)

Used when the block signal system is 
switched to wrong main running.

proceed 
(Danish: 
“Kør”)

Proceed until next wrong main signal at max. 
80 km/h (50 mph), prepared to stop at next 
signal.

no passing
(Danish: 

“Forbikørsel 
Forbudt”)

Used when the block signal system is not 
switched to wrong main running.

Controlling Wrong Main Signals
The accessory address of the signal Asignal  
is written to the address configuration 
variable relating to the first function 
output the signal is connected to.

mode 121 122

function 
outputs

1
2
3
4
5 -

control commands

Asignal  
stop

Asignal 
proceed

Asignal +1 
no passing
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16.8. DWARF SIGNALS
Dwarf Signals  are station signals, desig-
nated by the letters “DV”, an abreviation 
of the Danish name DVærgsignaler. Dwarf 
Signals can be located almost anywhere 
on a station, where a signal for switching 
or for flank protection is required. Dwarf 
Signal proceed aspects are only valid 
for switching, not for trains proceeding 
outside the station area.
The Dwarf Signal was introduced in the 
rulebook in 1932. The first installation was 
in Århus, on of Denmarks largest stations. 
The Dwarf Signals came with the new type 
of interlocking system, built by Swedish L. 
M. Ericsson. The Danish Dwarf signals are 
mirrored from the Swedish Dwarf Signals 
to suit the Danish right hand running. 
Dwarf Signals are position light signals 
very similar to signal types found in the 
USA. It is highly likely that the North 
American signals were adopted by the 
Swedish Railways (around 1926), but this 
theory has not yet been confirmed.
The Platform Exit Signal appeared in 1953 
as a combination of a Dwarf Signal and a 
main signal, as described in the Platform 
Exit Signal document. The “Dwarf Signal 
part” of the Platform Exit Signal is 
functionally similar to a Dwarf Signal 
when used in switching routes and most of 
the following description also applies to 
Platform Exit Signals.

Dwarf Signal Types
Dwarf Signals show very little physical 
variety. Only the number of lamps may 
vary, depending on local needs. Dwarf 
Signals with all lamps have often been 
installed even where some lamps are 
obsolete. Dwarf Signals are most often 
located at rail level and almost always to 
the right of the track. Dwarf Signals may 
be mounted on a mast or other structure 
where local conditions dictate or where a 
specific Dwarf Signal is considered to be 
extra important.

16.7. AUTOMATIC BLOCK SIGNALLING
Most Danish double tracked lines are 
equipped with line block systems type DSB 
1954 or an equivalent type of block system. 
The line starts at the station exit signals. 
Between the exit signal and the entry 
signal of the next station is a number of 
block sections (Danish: Blokafsnit). Each 
block section is protected by an automatic 
block signal (Danish: Automatisk Mellem-
bloksignal). The exit signal protects the 
first block section, and is in reality an 
ordinary automatic block signal being 
held at “stop” by the station interlocking 
until needed to clear for a train. Interme-
diate block signals on most such lines are 
approach lit, i.e. their light is switched 
off until a train approaches. Contrary to, 
say, North American practices, the Danish 
Block Signals never switch off the “Stop” 
aspect and instead of actually switching off 
the green lamps they are instead dimmed. 
This way the Block System is still able to 
tell whether the lamp has failed or not. 
The dimmed green light is visible at night 
in dark locations. Signals thus showing 
dimmed “Proceed” or “Proceed Through” 
are sometimes referred to as showing 
Dark Green (Danish: Mørkegrøn). Dimmed 
signals on the diagrams on this page are 
shown as displaying a darker green light.
Running Wrong Main the line is regarded as 
one Block Section. Wrong Main Exit Signals 
(Danish: Venstrespor-Udkørselssignaler) 
are placed adjacent to the ordinary Exit 
Signals. At the next station are Wrong Main 
Entry Signals (Danish: Venstrespor-Indkør-
selssignaler), acting as simplified Entry 
Signals for trains approaching Wrong Main. 
Wrong Main Entry Signals are no longer 
being installed as ordinary Entry Signals 
are being used instead, but a large number 
are still in service.
The signals used on automatic blocks have 
the same backgrounds, lights and aspects 
like exit signals (see page DAN-9).
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The third signal is normally used only 
where there are no switch routes imple-
mented in the interlocking system, i.e. 
where the Dwarf Signal is only used 
for flank protection. Further variations 
include signals missing the uppermost 
lamp and a few signals apparently built 
from Platform Exit Signal cases.,

Aspect
Danish dwarf signal show the aspects 
already known from platform exit signal:

no passing

pass with caution
The route may be occupied.

pass
The route is clear.

signal canceled
Pretend the signal does not exist. 
The canceled signal is not in itself 

a permission to start switching.

Canceling Platform Exit and Dwarf Signals 
means that they may be disregarded. 
Canceling is primarily used on stations 
either without switching routes or where 
the use of switching routes may be imprac-
tical. The cancellation of signals in, say, 
one end of a station, combined with 
release of switches to local control, allows 
a switch crew to switch the area as if it 
was a non-interlocked. 
Canceling of signals is mostly used in 
smaller areas of stations. In the example 
below, the (interlocked) siding is released 
for local switching by canceling the 
Platform Exit Signals. The crossover to the 

Through Tracks is not released, providing 
protection for signaled routes on the rest 
of the station.

Controlling Shunting Signals
The accessory address of the signal Asignal  
is written to the address configuration 
variable relating to the first function 
output the signal is connected to. Two 
addresses (Asignal and Asignal+1) are used for 
switching of signal aspects of dwarf signals.

mode 87

function 
outputs

1

2

3
4

control commands

Asignal  
no passing

Asignal 
pass

Asignal+1  
signal canceled

Asignal+1 pass with caution
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16.10. SHUNTING SIGNALS 
Shunting signals (Danish: 
rangersignaler) are found in 
a few old installations where 
they are used for different 
purposes, locally defined. 
Refer to the pre-1975 section 
for a thorough discussion of 
these signals.
Disc signals could be found until 1990, and 
a few light signals are still in service.

Aspects

description signal

Shunting Not Permitted 
(Danish: “Rangering forbudt”)

Shunting Permitted 
(Danish: “Rangering tilladt”)

Controlling Shunting Signals

mode 2

function 
outputs

1

2

control commands

Asignal  
shunting not permitted

Asignal 
shunting permitted

16.11. GATE SIGNALS 
A kind of descendant of the 
earlier hump signal, a Gate 
Signal (Danish: Portsignal) is 
used for controlling access 
to an indoor freight or mail 
handling facility. The signal 
is situated near the top of 
the gate as to be visible by 

a driver pushing vehicles into the building.
The signals are becoming rare, as newer 
installations tend to be equipped with 
simple red/green road traffic signals 
instead.

16.9. BREAK TEST SIGNALS
Brake Test Signals (Danish: 
bremseprøvesignaler) are 
found in a few stations 
where they have been used 
for instructing the driver 
during air brake test of a 
train ready for departure. 
The signal has 3 lanterns and 
is dark when not in use.
For many years the instructions have been 
given by radio instead, and the signals 
were officially retired 1997.

Aspects

description signal

Brake (Danish: “Brems”)

Release (Danish: “Løs”)

End of Test
(Danish: “Bremseprøven slut”)

Controlling Brake Test Signals

mode 123

function 
outputs

1

2

control commands

Asignal  
(off)

Asignal 
Brake

Asignal+1  
Release

Asignal+1  
End of Test
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The signal has 5 yellow lanterns and an 
optional red lantern.

Aspects

description signal

no entry 
(“Ingen indkørsel”)

Gate is closed

entry permitted 
(“Indkørsel tilladt”)

Gate is open, proceed as 
authorized by radio or 

equiv.
caution 

(“Forsigtig kørsel”)
Gate is open, head of 
train is inside building, 

proceed with caution as 
authorized by radio or 

equiv.
stop: stop immediately.
This signal will appear 

only if an emergency stop 
button in the building has 

been pressed.

-

Controlling Gate Signals

mode 124 125

function 
outputs

1

2

3
4 -

control commands

Asignal  
no entry

Asignal 
entry permitted

Asignal+1  
caution

Asignal+1  
- stop immediately

16.12. RAILWAY CROSSING SIGNALS
Railway crossing signals are placed just 
before a street level crossing. Announcing 
signals are used to inform the driver about 
the signal aspect that he has to expect at 
the next level crossing signal.

crossing
signal

announcing
signal

Level crossing signals can be announced 
by a main signal marked with a “O” sign 
(black letter on yellow background) alter-
natively. In this case the crossing signal 
does not show a white light but is dark if 
the crossing is secured.

aspect announcing 
signal

crossing 
signal

Stop: crossing is  
not secure

pass: crossing is 
secured

mode 126

function 
outputs

1

2

control commands

Asignal  
stop

Asignal 
pass
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given in grey do not need programming 
but they are written automatically when 
programming the values written on while 
background. 
Now you can switch signal aspects by 
sending control commands (“1 “ meens 
pressing the green switching key on the 
control station after choosing accessory 
address 1): 

4
control station commands

5 6

1 2 1 1 132

4 4 65

16.14. CONTROLLING SIGNALS BY INPUT KEYS
Any signal - including add-on signals - can 
be controlled by an input key connected to 
a function output of the Qdecoder using a 
100 Ω resistor. Use one of the modes 226 or 
227 for the function output for reading key 
input. Mode 227 is used when connecting a 
LED in parallel to the key. The LED might be 
used as signalling LED on the control desk 
for example. (See chapter „An Example“ 
in the handbook for details.)

function
mode

without with
The key controls ... LED
... the signal connected to the anterior 
function keys of the decoder using the 
signal switching flow

226 227

For the brake test signal another key 
control mode is used since brake test does 
not have a “stop” like aspect.

16.13. AN EXAMPLE
Let us have a look on the following track. 
The example is just a small part of a real 
life station but illustrates the way signals 
are controlled using  Qdecoders. An entry 
signal is announced by a distant signal and 
followed by a platform exit signal.

distant
signal

platform exit 
signal

entry
signal

The signals have a total of 13 bulbs. We 
choose a Z1-16 with Signal extension. 
The entry signal shall be controlled 
by commands of accessory address 
1, accessory address 4 is used for the 
platform exit signal.
First connect the signals to the decoder 
one after another:

A8
A4
A5

A6

A7

A1

A2

A3

A0
A10 A11

A12A9

signal address mode

fu
nc

tio
n o

ut
pu

ts

A0 Aentry CV1=1 CV550= 117
A1 - CV552 CV553

A2 - CV555 CV556

A3 Aentry CV558=1 CV559= 104

A4 - CV561 CV562

A5 - CV564 CV565

A6 - CV567 CV568

A7 Aexit CV570=4 CV571=113

A8 - CV573 CV584

A9 - CV576 CV587

A10 - CV579 CV580

A11 - CV582 CV583

A12 - CV585 CV586

... use for other equipment

Next program the configuration variables 
according to the upper table. The values 
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function
mode

without with
The key controls ... LED
... the signal connected to the anterior 
function keys of the decoder using the 
ring switching flow

224 225

Once configured the key controls signal 
aspects depending on the signal aspect 
count.
All signals with two aspects switch to the 
other aspect with a single key pressing.

press

press
proceedstop

On signals with three aspects there is a 
distinction between pressing the key for 
a short and a long time (about ½ second). 
The example shows the aspects of the exit 
route signal:

press sh
ort

press long

press short

press sh
ort

route is 
not set

route is 
set

Main signals distinguish 4 different signal 
aspects typically. The are controlled by a 
key as follows:

pr
ess

 once short

press twice short

press once long

once short

once short

once short

proceed

proceed
through

stop
stop and 
proceed

Entry signals can have five aspects. They 
are controlled by a key as follows:

pr
ess

 once long

pr
es

s o
nce

 short

3 times short

twice short
once short

once short

on
ce

 sh
or

t

once short

Even the 8 aspects of a platform exit signal 
can be controlled using a single key:

pr
ess

 once longpr
es

s o
nce

 short

long + shortshort 
+ l

on
g

3 times shorttwice long

twice short

once short

once short

on
ce

 sh
or

t
once short

once shorton
ce

 sh
ort

once short

The brake test signal is controled like 
follows:

press short

sh
or

t

sh
or

t

short

press long
press long
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The same signal aspect sequence can now 
be attained by pressing the keys: 

key commands
exit

entry short

short

short short shortlong2·short

2·short

3·short

3·shortlong+shortshort short

Our Example
Our example needs an update when 
inserting keys for aspect control. We need 
one key for the entry signal and another 
for the platform exit signal.

A9
A4
A5

A6

A8

A1

A2

A3

A0
A12 A12

A13A10

A7: key for the entry signal
A14: key for the platform exit signal

Next program the configuration variables 
according to the following table. The values 
given in grey do not need programming 
but they are written automatically when 
programming the values written on white 
background. 

signal address mode

fu
nc

tio
n o

ut
pu

ts

A0 Aentry CV1=1 CV550=117
A1 - CV552 CV553

A2 - CV555 CV556

A3 Aentry CV558=1 CV559=104

A4 - CV561 CV562

A5 - CV564 CV565

A6 - CV567 CV568

A7 key entry signal - CV570 CV571=226

A8 Aexit CV573=4 CV574=113

A9 - CV576 CV577

A10 - CV579 CV580

A11 - CV582 CV583

A12 - CV585 CV586

A13 - CV588 CV589

A14 key pexit signal - CV591 CV592= 226

A15 use for other equipment


